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Abstract
Word Confidence Estimation (WCE) for machine transla-
tion (MT) or automatic speech recognition (ASR) consists in
judging each word in the (MT or ASR) hypothesis as correct
or incorrect by tagging it with an appropriate label. In the
past, this task has been treated separately in ASR or MT con-
texts and we propose here a joint estimation of word confi-
dence for a spoken language translation (SLT) task involving
both ASR and MT. This research work is possible because
we built a specific corpus which is first presented. This cor-
pus contains 2643 speech utterances for which a quintuplet
containing: ASR output (src-asr), verbatim transcript (src-
ref), text translation output (tgt-mt), speech translation out-
put (tgt-slt) and post-edition of translation (tgt-pe), is made
available. The rest of the paper illustrates how such a corpus
(made available to the research community) can be used for
evaluating word confidence estimators in ASR, MT or SLT
scenarios. WCE for SLT could help rescoring SLT output
graphs, improving translators productivity (for translation of
lectures or movie subtitling) or it could be useful in interac-
tive speech-to-speech translation scenarios.
Word confidence estimation (WCE), Spoken Language
Translation (SLT), Corpus, Joint features.
1. Introduction
Confidence estimation is a rather hot topic both for Auto-
matic Speech Recognition (ASR) and for Machine Transla-
tion (MT). While ASR and MT systems produce more and
more user-acceptable outputs, we still face open questions
such as: are these translations/transcripts ready to be pub-
lished as they are? Are they worth to be corrected or do they
require retranslation/retranscription from scratch? It is un-
doubtedly that building a method which is capable of point-
ing out the correct parts as well as detecting the errors in
each MT or ASR hypothesis is crucial to tackle these above
issues. Also, confidence estimation can help to re-rank N-
best hypotheses [1] or re-decode the search graph [2]. If we
limit the concept “parts” to “words”, the problem is called
Word-level Confidence Estimation (WCE).
The WCE’s objective is to assign each word in the MT
or ASR hypothesis a confidence score (typically between 0
and 1). For error detection, this score can be binarized and
then each word is tagged as correct or incorrect. In that case,
a classifier which has been trained beforehand from a feature
set calculates the confidence score for the output word, and
then compares it with a pre-defined threshold. All words with
scores that exceed this threshold are categorized in the Good
label set; the rest belongs to the Bad label set. In the past, this
task has been treated separately in ASR or MT contexts and
we propose here a joint estimation of word confidence for a
spoken language translation (SLT) task involving both ASR
and MT. We believe that WCE for SLT could help improving
translators productivity (for lecture or movie translation) or
it could be useful in interactive speech-to-speech translation.
The remaining of this paper is the following. In section
2 we present our first contribution: a corpus (distributed to
the research community) dedicated to WCE for SLT. To our
knowledge, this is the first corpus that allows experimenting
such a task. It contains 2643 speech utterances for which a
quintuplet (containing ASR output, verbatim transcript, text
translation output, speech translation output and post-edition
of translation) is available. Then sections 3 and 4 present
our WCE systems (as well as a quick description of related
works) for ASR and MT respectively. Section 5 illustrates
how our corpus can be used for evaluating word confidence
estimators in a SLT scenario. Finally we conclude this paper
and give some perspectives.
2. A database for WCE evaluation in spoken
language translation
2.1. Starting point: an existing MT Post-edition corpus
For a French-English translation task, we used our SMT sys-
tem to obtain the translation hypothesis for 10,881 source
sentences taken from news corpora of the WMT (Workshop
on Machine Translation) evaluation campaign (from 2006 to
2010). Post-editions were obtained from non professional
translators using a crowdsourcing platform. More details on
the baseline SMT system used can be found in [4] and more
details on the post-edited corpus can be found in [5]. It is
worth mentionning, however, that a subset (311 sentences) of
these collected post-editions was assessed by a professional
translator and 87.1% of post-editions were judged to improve
the hypothesis
Then, the word label setting for WCE was done using
TERp-A toolkit [3]. Table 1 illustrates the labels generated
by TERp-A for one hypothesis and post-edition pair. Each
word or phrase in the hypothesis is aligned to a word or
phrase in the post-edition with different types of edit: I (in-
Reference The consequence of the fundamentalist movement also has its importance .
S S Y I D P
Hyp After Shift The result of the hard-line trend is also important .
Table 1: Example of WCE label setting using TERp-A [3]
sertions), S (substitutions), T (stem matches), Y (synonym
matches), and P (phrasal substitutions). The lack of a sym-
bol indicates an exact match and will be replaced by E there-
after. We do not consider the words marked with D (dele-
tions) since they appear only in the reference. However, later
on, we will have to train binary classifiers (good/bad) so we
re-categorize the obtained 6-label set into binary set: The E,
T and Y belong to the Good (G), whereas the S, P and I be-
long to the Bad (B) category. Finally, we observed in our
corpus that out of total words (train and test sets) are 85%
labeled G, 15% labeled B.
From this corpus, we extract 10,000 triplets (source ref-
erence src-ref, machine translation output tgt-mt and post-
edition of translation tgt-pe) for training our WCE (for MT)
system and keep the remaining 881 triplets as a test set.
2.2. Augmenting the corpus with speech recordings and
transcripts
In order to take advantage of the existing PE corpus, we de-
cided to record the utterances of its test part to augment the
corpus with speech inputs. We admit that this would have
been better to capture real speech data, then transcribe it,
translate and post-edit but we believe that our corpus will
remain useful to study WCE for SLT, even if translating read
speech is not the best practical SLT task we could imagine.
So, the test set of this corpus was recorded by French
native speakers. Each of the 881 sentences was uttered by
3 speakers, leading to 2643 speech recordings. 15 speakers
(9 women and 6 men) took part to the speech data collection
in normal office condition. The total length of the speech
corpus obtained is more than 5h since some utterances were
pretty long.
Then, our French ASR system based on KALDI toolkit
[6] was used to obtain the speech transcripts. The 3-gram
language model was trained on the French ESTER corpus as
well as French Gigaword (vocabulary size is 55k). SGMM-
based acoustic models were trained using the same ESTER
corpus - see details in [7].
It is important to note that automatic post-processing was
needed at the output of the ASR system in order to match
requirements of standard input for machine translation (we
wanted our ASR outputs to match, as much as possible,
our already available src-ref utterances). Thus, the follow-
ing post-treatments were applied: number conversion (back
to digit numbers), recasing (our SMT system is a true case
one), re-punctuating, converting full words back to abbrevi-
ations (kilometre becomes km, madame becomes Mme, etc.)
and restoring special characters (pourcents becomes%, euro
becomes e). With this post-processing, the output of our
ASR system, scored against the src-ref reference went from
29.05% WER to 26.6% WER.
This WER may appear as rather high according to the
task (transcribing read news) but these news contain a lot
of foreign named entities (part of the data is extracted from
French newspapers dealing with european economy in many
EU countries).
2.3. Obtaining labels in order to evaluate WCE for SLT
We now have a new element of our desired quintuplet: the
ASR output src-asr. It is the noisy version of our already
available verbatim transcripts called src-ref. This ASR out-
put (src-asr) was then translated by the exact same SMT sys-
tem [4] already mentionned in paragraph 2.1. This new out-
put translation is called tgt-slt and it is a degraded version of
tgt-mt.
At this point, a strong assumption we made has to be re-
vealed: we re-used the post-editions obtained from the text
translation task (called tgt-pe), to infer the quality (G,B) la-
bels of our speech translation output tgt-slt. The word label
setting for WCE is also done using TERp-A toolkit [3] be-
tween tgt-slt and tgt-pe. This assumption (as well as the fact
that initial MT post-edition can be also used to infer labels of
a SLT task) is reasonable regarding results (later presented
in Table 4) where it is shown that there is not a huge differ-
ence between the MT and SLT performance (evaluated with
BLEU). This means that if the real SLT output had been post-
edited, we would have obtained very similar PE to the actual
ones.
The remark above is important and this is what makes the
value of this corpus. For instance, other corpora such as the
TED corpus compiled by LIUM1 contains also a quintuplet
with ASR output, verbatim transcript, MT output, SLT out-
put and target translation. But there are two main differences:
first, the target translation is a manual translation of the prior
subtitles so this is not a post-edition of an automatic transla-
tion (and we have no guarantee that the G/B labels extracted
from this will be reliable for WCE training and testing). Sec-
ondly, in our corpus, each sentence is uttered by 3 different
speakers in order to introduce a minimum of speaker variabil-
ity in the test set (the consequence is that we have different
ASR outputs for a single source sentence).
2.4. Final corpus statistics and web link for download
The main statistics regarding this corpus are in Table 2,
where we also clarify how the WCE labels were obtained.
For the test set, we now have all the data needed to evaluate
WCE for 3 tasks :
1http://www-lium.univ-lemans.fr/fr/content/corpus-ted-lium
• ASR: extract G/B labels by computing WER between
src-asr and src-ref,
• MT: extract G/B labels by computing TERp-A be-
tween tgt-mt and tgt-pe,
• SLT: extract G/B labels by computing TERp-A be-
tween tgt-slt and tgt-pe.
Data # train utt # test utt method to obtain WCE la-
bels
src-ref 10000 881
src-sig 5h speech
src-asr 881*3 wer(src-asr,src-ref )
tgt-mt 10000 881 terpa(tgt-mt,tgt-pe)
tgt-slt 881*3 terpa(tgt-slt,tgt-pe)
tgt-pe 10000 881
Table 2: Overview of our post-edition corpus for SLT
Table 3 gives an example of quintuplet available in our
corpus. One transcript (src-hyp1) has 1 error while the other
one (src-hyp2) has 4. This leads to respectively 2 B labels
(tgt-slt1) and 4 B labels (tgt-slt2) in the speech translation
output, while tgt-mt has only one B label. Table 4 summa-
rizes the MT (translation from verbatim transcripts) and SLT
(translation from automatic speech transcripts) performances
obtained on our corpus, as well as the distribution of good
(G) and bad (B) labels inferred for both tasks. Logically, the
percentage of (B) labels increases from MT to SLT task in
the same conditions.
src-ref quand notre cerveau chauffe
src-hyp1 comme notre cerveau chauffe
labels ASR B G G G
src-hyp2 qu’ entre serbes au chauffe
labels ASR B B B B G
tgt-mt when our brains chauffe
labels MT G G G B
tgt-slt1 as our brains chauffe
labels SLT B G G B
tgt-slt2 between serbs in chauffe
labels SLT B B B B
tgt-pe when our brain heats up
Table 3: Exemple of quintuplet with associated labels
task ASR (WER) MT (BLEU) % G (good) % B (bad)
tgt-mt 0% 36.1% 82.5% 17.5%
tgt-slt 26.6% 30.6% 65.5% 34.5%
Table 4: MT and SLT performances on our test set
This corpus is available for download on
github.com/besacier/WCE-SLT-LIG.
3. WCE for speech transcription
3.1. Related work
Several previous works tried to propose effective confidence
measures in order to detect errors on ASR outputs. Out-Of-
Vocabulary (OOV) detection was introduced by [8] and ex-
tended by [9] and [10]. [9] introduced the use of word pos-
terior probability (WPP) as a confidence measure for speech
recognition. Posterior probability of a word (or a sequence)
is most of the time computed using the hypothesis word
graph [9] [11].
Recent approaches [12, 10] for confidence measure esti-
mation use side-information extracted from the recognizer:
normalized likelihoods (WPP), the number of competitors at
the end of a word (hypothesis density), decoding process be-
havior, linguistics features, acoustic features (acoustic stabil-
ity, duration features) and semantic features. Finally, these
papers show the prominence of linguistic features.
Later, WPP score was combined with other high-level
knowledge sources to improve the confidence estimation.
For instance, [10] proposed an efficient method that com-
bines various features (acoustic, linguistic, decoding and se-
mantic features). Another work by [13] combines scores ex-
tracted from several sources: N -best features, acoustic sta-
bility, hypothesis density, duration features, language model,
parsing features, WPP, etc.
3.2. WCE system used and baseline performance
In this work, we extract several types of features, which come
from the ASR graph, from language model scores and from
a morphosyntactic analysis. These features are listed below:
• Acoustic features : words errors probably induce
acoustic distortions between the hypothesis and the
best phonetic sequence. Many observations points out
that word length can predict correct words and errors:
we add a feature which consists of the word duration
(F-dur).
• Graph features : they are extracted from the word con-
fusion networks. When an error occurs, the search al-
gorithm explores various alternative paths: the poste-
rior probabilities and alternative paths can help to pre-
dict errors. We use the number of alternative (F-alt)
paths in the word section, and the posterior probability
(F-post).
• Linguistic features : they are based on probabilities
provided by the language model (3-gram LM) used in
the KALDI ASR system. We use the word itself (F-
word) and the 3-gram probability (F-3g) . We also add
the feature (F-back), proposed in [12] which represents
the back-off level of the targeted word.
• Lexical Features: word’s Part-Of-Speech (F-POS) are
computed using tree-tagger for French.
We use a variant of boosting classification algorithm in
order to combine features. The used implementation is Bon-
zaiboost2 [14]. It implements the boosting algorithm Ad-
aboost.MH over deeper trees.
For each word, we estimate the 7 features (F-Word; F-3g;
F-back; F-alt; F-post; F-dur; F-post) previously described.
The classifier is trained on BREF 120 corpus [15]. After
2http://bonzaiboost.gforge.inria.fr
decoding, we obtain about 1M word examples. Each word
from this corpus is tagged as correct or not correct, according
to the reference.
Once we have the prediction model built with all features,
we apply it on the test set (3*881 sentences) and obtained the
required WCE labels along with confidence probabilities. In
term of F-score, our WCE system reaches the following per-
formance: predicting “G” label: (87.85%), and predicting
“B” label: (37.28%).
4. WCE for machine translation
4.1. Related work
The Workshop on Machine Translation (WMT) introduced
in 2013 a WCE task for machine translation. [16, 17] em-
ployed the Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [18] model as
their Machine Learning method to address the problem as a
sequence labeling task. Meanwhile, [19] extended the global
learning model by dynamic training with adaptive weight up-
dates in the perceptron training algorithm. As far as predic-
tion indicators are concerned, [19] proposed seven word fea-
ture types and found among them the “common cover links”
(the links that point from the leaf node containing this word
to other leaf nodes in the same subtree of the syntactic tree)
the most outstanding. [16] focused only on various n-gram
combinations of target words. Inheriting most of previously-
recognized features, [17] integrated a number of new indi-
cators relying on graph topology, pseudo reference, syntac-
tic behavior (constituent label, distance to the semantic tree
root) and polysemy characteristic. Optimization endeavors
were also made to enhance the baseline, including classifi-
cation threshold tuning, feature selection and boosting tech-
nique [17].
4.2. WCE system used and baseline performance
We employ the Conditional Random Fields [18] (CRFs) as
our machine learning method, with WAPITI toolkit [20], to
train the WCE model. A number of knowledge sources are
employed for extracting features, in a total of 25 major fea-
ture types:
• Target Side: target word; bigram (trigram) backward
sequences; number of occurrences
• Source Side: source word(s) aligned to the target word
• Alignment Context [21]: the combinations of the tar-
get (source) word and all aligned source (target) words
in the window ±2
• Word posterior probability [22]
• Pseudo-reference (Google Translate): Does the word
appear in the pseudo reference or not?
• Graph topology [23]: number of alternative paths in
the confusion set, maximum and minimum values of
posterior probability distribution
• Language model (LM) based: length of the longest se-
quence of the current word and its previous ones in the
target (resp. source) LM. For example, with the tar-
get word wi: if the sequence wi−2wi−1wi appears in
the target LM but the sequencewi−3wi−2wi−1wi does
not, the n-gram value for wi will be 3.
• Lexical Features: word’s Part-Of-Speech (POS); se-
quence of POS of all its aligned source words; POS
bigram (trigram) backward sequences; punctuation;
proper name; numerical
• Syntactic Features: null link [24]; constituent label;
depth in the constituent tree
• Semantic Features: number of word senses in Word-
Net.
Interestingly, this feature set was also used in our English
- Spanish WCE System submitted for WMT 2013 Quality
Estimation shared task and obtained the best performance
[23].
Once we have the prediction model, we apply it on the
test set (881 sentences) and obtained the required WCE la-
bels along with confidence probabilities. In term of F-score,
ourWCE system reaches very promising performance in pre-
dicting “G” label (87.65%), and acceptable for “B” label
(42.29%).
5. Joint estimation of word confidence for a
speech translation task
Now, if we consider WCE for a speech translation task, there
is no related work available since, to our knowledge, this is
the first time such a task is proposed with a corpus allowing
to evaluate joint WCE features coming from both ASR and
MT.
task WCE for
ASR
WCE for
MT
WCE for
SLT
WCE for
SLT
WCE for
SLT
feat.
type
ASR feat. MT feat. MT feat. ASR feat. 0.5MT+0.5ASR
feat.
F(G) 87.85% 87.65% 77.17% 76.41% 77.54%
F(B) 37.28% 42.29% 39.34% 38.00% 43.96%
Table 5: Summary of word confidence estimation (WCE) re-
sults obtained on our corpus with different feature sets based
on ASR, MT or both. Numbers reported are F scores for
Good (G) and Bad (B) labels respectively with a common
decision threshold.
We first report in Table 5 the baseline results by individ-
ual WCE systems for a single ASR task and for a single MT
task (second and third columns of the table - numbers corre-
spond to the performance of the systems described in the two
previous sections). Then, to illustrate how our corpus can be
used for word confidence estimation in speech translation,
we evaluated the performance of 3 systems (using labels SLT
- see Table 3 - as reference to score the WCE systems):
• The first system (SLT sys. / MT feat.) is the one de-
scribed in section 4 and uses only MT features. No
modification of the WCE (for MT) system is needed
since the only difference is that the source sentence is
src-hyp (ASR output) instead of src-ref,
• The second system (SLT sys. / ASR feat.) is the one
described in section 3 and uses only ASR features. So
this is predicting SLT output confidence using only
ASR confidence features ! Word alignment informa-
tion between src-hyp and tgt-slt is needed to project
the WCE scores coming from ASR, to the SLT output
(done using adequate Moses option, where the align-
ment information is kept in the decoding output).
• The third system (SLT sys. / MT+ASR feat.) com-
bines the information from the two previous WCE
systems. In this work, the ASR-based confidence
score of the source is projected to the target SLT out-
put and linearly combined with the MT-based confi-
dence score (we tried different weights but only report
0.5MT+0.5ASR as well as 0.9MT+0.1ASR in the re-
sults). It is important to note that WCE systems are not
retrained here since we perform a late fusion of scores
from two different systems. Training a specific WCE
system for SLT based on joint ASR and MT features is
part of future work.
The results of these 3 systems are given in the last 3
columns of Table 5. They are obtained on the whole test
set 3. For the late fusion (MT+ASR), we do an arithmetic
mean of both WCE systems scores 4. From these results,
we see that the use of both ASR-based and MT-based confi-
dence scores improve the F-score for “B” label from 39.34%
(MT only features) and 38% (ASR only features) to 43.96%
(MT+ASR features), while giving similar F-score for “G”
label. It is also interesting to notice that using ASR features
lead to reasonable performance, almost equivalent to the MT
features baseline. This can appear as rather disturbing be-
cause in that case, WCE estimator do not look at the trans-
lation to predict the confidence of the target words ; it only
uses (detected) ASR errors to decide which word is good or
bad in the speech translation output.
Figure 1 reports more detailed experiments where the
G/B decision threshold varies systematically from 0.5 to 0.9
(with a step of 0.025). The different systems use different
linear combination weights.
• Weight=1 corresponds to the use of MT features only,
• Weight=0.9 linearly combines both confidence scores
as follows: 0.9MT+0.1ASR (intuitively, we thought
that MT features would be more important),
• Weight=0.5 linearly combines both confidence scores
as follows: 0.5MT+0.5ASR,
• Weight=0 corresponds to the use of ASR features only,
3They are given to illustrate how our database can be used, with basic
strategies to fuse ASR and MT scores. More advanced fusion together with
a crossvalidation protocol will be presented in future work
4All the results of the table are given using a G/B decision thershold
which is a priori set to 0.7
Figure 1: WCE performance (F(B) vs F(G) of different WCE
methods - for SLT - for different decision thresholds varying
from 0.5 to 0.9).
Figure 2: Evolution of the WCE scores distribution fromMT
features to MT+ASR features
From this figure, we see clearly that using both MT and
ASR confidence scores improves the overall WCE perfor-
mance. However, looking at the results obtained separately
by the individual systems, one would have expected a better
improvement with their combination. One explanation for
this is the fact our WCE scores distributions are rather biased
(as seen in Figure 2, many scores equal 1 for both G and
B labels). Even if averaging (or linearly combining) ASR
and MT scores tend to improve the class separability (Figure
2 shows how the WCE scores distributions evolve from MT
to MT+ASR features), a better strategy might be to replace
linear combination by more advanced strategies such as de-
cision trees, SVMs or joint classifier based on the union of
ASR and MT features, etc.
6. Conclusion
We presented a specific corpus to study and evaluate word
confidence estimation of speech translation. It contains 2643
speech utterances with a quintuplet containing ASR output,
verbatim transcript, MT output, SLT output and post-edition
of translations. Researchers interested in making use of
the dataset can download it from github.com/besacier/WCE-
SLT-LIG. We also intend to record speech for the 10000 sen-
tences of the train part described in Table 2. The perspectives
of this work are numerous:
• propose a new shared task on word confiedence esti-
mation for speech translation,
• train a single WCE system for SLT using joint
ASR+MT features and see if more SLT errors can be
accurately detected,
• rescore speech translation N-best lists or redecode
speech translation graphs using WCE information, as
was done by [2] but for MT only,
• use WCE for data augmentation from un-transcribed
(and/or un-translated) speech in semi-supervised SLT
scenarios,
• adapt WCE system for real interactive speech transla-
tion scenarios such as news or lectures subtitling,
• move from a binary (Good or Bad translation) to a 3-
class decision problem (Good, ASR error, MT error),
• study how WCE can be adapted to a simultaneous in-
terpetation task.
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